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so used, the spaces left between the stones should not be less than six inches, in order that proper ramming can be obtained.
No extra compensation shall be paid to the contractor for the use of such concrete, the cost of which is to be included in the price herein stipulated for the masonry in connection with which it is used.
The exposed faces of the main wing wall, of road culverts, of some of the walls and of any other rubble work that the engineer may designate, are to be made of broken ashlar with joints not exceeding one half inch in thickness; the stones not to be less than 24 inches deep from the face, and to present frequent headers. This face work to be equal in quality and appearance to the face of the breast wall in front of * the new gate house at Croton dam (Section i), and to be well pointed with Portland cement. This face work is to be paid for by the square foot of the superficial area for which it is ordered, in addition to the price paid per cubic yard of rubble stone masonry.
Block stone masonry is to be composed mainly of large blocks and is to be used for the steps of the overfall or for other steps, or whenever and wherever ordered by the engineer. It is to be laid in Portland cement mortar, well pointed, or may be ordered laid dry at the price stipulated in clause O, item (0).
This stone, which is to receive the shock of water and ice, is to be especially sound, hard and compact, and of a durable character; it is to be prepared tp the dimensions given so that no joint will in any place be more than one inch wide. The outside arrises must be pitched to a true line.
The outer faces of the masonry dam and of its gate chambers, of the overflow (except steps), and of any other piece of masonry that may be designated, are to be made of range stones, as shown on the plans, the stone to be of unobjectionable quality, sound and durable, free from all seams, discoloration and other defects, and of such kind as shall be approved by the engineer.
All beds, builds and joints are to be cut true to a depth of not more than 4 inches, and not less than 3 inches from the faces to surfaces allowing of one half inch joints at most; the joints for the remaining part of the stones not to exceed two inches in thickness at any point.
All cut arrises to be true, well defined and sharp.
Where this class of masonry joins with granite dimension stone masonry the courses must correspond, and the joining with arches and other dimension stone masonry must be accurate and workmanlike.
Each course to be composed of two stretchers and one header alternately, the stretchers riot to be less than 3 feet long

